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How to Use This Book

Meaningful Composition: How To Use This Book
The Meaningful Composition series was designed for home schools, co-ops, and Christian schools
who want their students to learn to write compositions of many types that are meaningful, as opposed
to typical “What I Want to Be When I Grow Up” type of essays and reports. It was designed to teach
the entire writing process from thinking to outlining to writing to revising. It is written in what Training
for Triumph calls “the directed writing approach.” That is, there is no guess work as to what to write,
how many paragraphs to write, how many sources to use, how to outline, or how to revise. It is all laid
out for the student step-by-step within these pages.
Level 4+ begins with sentence writing and combining, then goes into paragraph writing, then essay
and report writing; Books 6+ and 8+ contain original compositions of varying lengths and types, as
well as some instruction and practice with Key Word Outline essays from given material. All levels and
all books implement revising and editing instructions. MC books of other levels (in addition to 4+, 6+,
and 8+) are coming soon. Check our website for availability.
Meaningful Composition may be used over one semester or an entire school year, depending on your
school calendar and time allotted for composition. (The elementary books are set up in a day-by-day
format. The middle school and high school books are set up in a weekly or two week format.) MC may
be used as a stand-alone English curriculum for the student who has already mastered spelling and
vocabulary studies and has a fundamental knowledge of grammar. It may be combined with a grammar program if your student is still in the grammar-learning stage. (It is not recommended that you add
another grammar program while doing the first six weeks of Meaningful Composition 4+ as these
weeks introduce many grammar items throughout the writing instruction, and an additional grammar
program simultaneously may confuse the young writer.) The MC books are also ideal co-op or small
group writing books as they give each teacher confidence to teach with their step-by-step, directed
writing approaches and accompying lesson plans.
To use Meaningful Composition as a one-semester, stand-alone English curriculum, you can simply start at the beginning of the book and spread the compositions out over the time recommended.
(There are at least eighteen weeks worth of assignments in each Meaningful Composition book as
stand-alone curriculum books for one semester of instruction. This is shown in the layout of each book.)
Your student will need to look up any grammar concepts that he is told to include in his compositions
(quotation marks, semicolons, etc.) if he is unfamiliar with writing with them. For the student who has
already had the fundamentals of grammar study, Meaningful Composition becomes the application of
those grammar skills via the Checklist Challenge that each composition must have applied to it.
The method of instruction in Meaningful Composition Books 6+ and 8+ will require one or two onehour meetings each week with the teacher to discuss the assignment, introduce the outlining technique, check the student’s rough draft, review his Checklist Challenge, and grade his final composition. In addition, he will need to work approximately 45 to 60 minutes a day three or four days a week
by himself in Meaningful Composition in order to complete all of the assignments contained therein
during a one-semester period of time. (Again, the time and teacher assistance in Book 4+ will vary
according to whether the student is learning to write sentences or multiple paragraph compositions (ie.
the early or latter parts of the book). It is recommended that you start out working together in Book 4+
and see which areas your student is able to work alone and which areas he needs your assistance.)
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All Meaningful Composition books have two levels within the levels: Basic and Extension. These two
levels provide two different skill levels of writing and revising for students in each book. Thus, a younger
student using a certain book does not need to write as many sentences or paragraphs or complete as
many revisions as an older (or more advanced) student using the same book. Also, it should be noted
that while MC is a composition program, the first portion of Book 4+ contains a lot of grammar and
usage. This is purposeful. The composition in all of MC (and all of CQLA) is dependent upon a student at
least understanding the fundamentals of sentence structure. Students will be able to complete the Key
Word Outlines much more effectively if they understand the functions of subjects and verbs. Students will
be able to insert the CC revisions into their writings much more easily if they understand how to do the
revisions (how to combine sentences, how to add sentence openers, how to write SSS5’s, etc.). The
groundwork for many of those skills is laid out in Book 4+-- for beginning students (grades three through
five), as well as for older students who need instruction in those fundamentals. (Books 4+,6+,and 8+,
in addition to being grade-level appropriate, are also strong remediation books--see the complete list of
essay and report types provided in these books at the end of this “How to Use” section.)
To use Meaningful Composition as a full-year curriculum along with a fundamental grammar
course (such as Easy Grammar for upper elementary and middle school students or Jensen’s
Grammar for high school students), you would simply double the amount of time that each essay or
report has allotted. (For example, if an assignment says two weeks for its time allotment, your student
would complete all of the components of that assignment in four weeks instead.) In this way, your student will eventually learn all of the grammar concepts he is asked to apply in the Checklist Challenge
during the course of the academic year while he is writing compositions. Using this approach, your
student would need to work out of Meaningful Composition thirty minutes per day for the entire school
year, (one or two of these sessions with you reviewing his work as needed), which leaves time for him
to complete grammar studies simultaneously. The optimal way to learn grammar and composition is
to combine the two and be sure that grammar application is included in the compositions, which is why
Meaningful Composition (and our complete language arts program, Character Quality Language Arts)
contains the Checklist Challenge for each composition written.
To use MC books in a co-op or small group setting, you may desire to follow one of the fourteen
week plans in the Appendix. These two plans--one with fourteen weeks of the book completed and one
with all eighteen weeks of the book completed (in fourteen)--tell the co-op or group teacher what to do
during her meetings and what to assign as homework to be completed and brought back to class the
next week. For bulk orders of MC books for your group of school, contact TFT.
If your student has little grammar background and still needs instruction in spelling and vocabulary (as well as comprehension), you may want our full language arts curriculum, Character
Quality Language Arts (CQLA). It is a complete language arts program for grades two through
twelve and teaches the four major language arts skills--vocabulary, spelling, grammar, and composition--using character materials and topics as its subject matter. (It also incorporates study skills and
comprehension---building throughout. You can find out more about all of our programs, including
CQLA, by accessing our web site at www.tfths.com. You may also print off one full month of CQLA for
each child to use free of charge and view the Tables of Contents and sample lessons for each
Meaningful Composition book at the same website.
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